We show that the closed-shell configurations in the axially-symmetric harmonic-oscillator potential with the frequency ratio wJ../wz=2 are unstable against octupole deformation when their uppermost shell quantum numbers N:h are even, whereas they are stable when N:h are odd, in agreement with the recent suggestion by Nazarewicz and Dobaczewski. We also suggest a possible relationship between the octupole instability of the superdeformed shape and the supershell effect in refiectionasymmetric superdeformed potentials.
In recent years, octupole instability of some superdeformed nuclei has been suggested in shell-structure energy calculations by means of the Strutinsky method. 1l - 6 ) Concerning the physical condition for the occurrence of octupole instability, N azarewicz et aFH) have discussed dynamical symmetry of the harmonic-oscillator potential with frequencies in rational ratio, and suggested that the octupole instability might occur for closed-shell configurations in the axially-symmetric oscillator potential with frequency ratio (J).l./(J)z=2 (which we call "superdeformed oscillator" for brevity)when the single-particle levels are filled up to the major shells with NSh=even, NSh being the shell quantum number defined by NSh = 2n.l. + nz.
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The single-particle levels in the superdeformed oscillator potential can be· divided into two classes according to whether NSh are even or odd. Each class corresponds to the singleparticle levels in a spherical oscillator potential having frequency 2(J)z.8) This dynamical symmetry was previously discussed by Bengtsson et al.l!) For the closed-shell configurations whose uppermost shell-quantum number N[h are even, the particle numbers belonging to two spherical oscillator potentials are unequal so that one can expect a tendency toward a reflection-asymmetric shape under the assumption that each spherical oscillator corresponds to a spatial cluster. Evaluating octupole susceptibility of shell-structure energy by the second-order perturbation, they have shown 7 ),9) that the shell-energy octupole-stiffness coefficient is negative (positive) when N[h is even (odd).
The purpose of this paper is twofold: Firstly, in order to examine the N~ dependence of the octupole instability, we evaluate the shell-structure energies of the closed-shell configurations in the superdeformed oscillator potential as functions of octupole-deformation parameters by means of the Strutinsky method. The calculation is done such that the volume-conservation condition is rigorously fulfilled. Secondly, we show that the supershell effect,10) which is intimately connected with the dynamical symmetry of the superdeformed oscillator potential, becomes more pro-. nounced when the reflection symmetry is broken by the octupole deformation term. This result indicates that the octupole instability is related with the super-shell K. Arita anq K. Matsuyanagi structure in reflection-asymmetric superdeformed potential.
Let us evaluate shell-structure energies for the single-particle Hamiltonian (1) where (2) Here A3K are octupole deformation parameters and the double primes indicate that the quantity in parenthesis is defined in terms of the doubly-stretched coordinates xi
and the ratio W-L =2wz, so that the Hamiltonian (1) reduces to the superdeformed oscillator in the limit A3K~0. We determine the frequency WO(A3K) so that the volume conservation condition is fulfilled at each value of A3K. Thus,
where wo is the value of Wo at A3K=0. The reflection asymmetric term (rZ YaK)" in (1) is different in radial dependence from the (r3 YaK)" term used by Nazarewicz et aF) As is well known, a merit of using the rZ dependence is that we can simultaneously conserve the volumes inside equipotential surfaces defined by U( r, Hamiltonian (1) in the case K = 0, which are calculated by the Strutinsky method.
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The same energies are plotted in Fig. 2 (5) and e/ 2 ) denote the second-order term of the single-P?rticle energies ei(;\3K) expanded in ;\3K as ei(;\3K)=~ne/n);\~K. The result is shown in Fig. 3 . We find that this result (where the octupole field (r2 YsK)" is used) is qualitatively the same with that of Ref. 9) for K =0 and 3, but is rather different for K = 1 and 2. This indicates that the quantity C3K may be sensitive to the chosen radial dependence of the octupole field. It should be mentioned here that the C3K defined above is different from the curvature Fig. 3 , so that, rigorously speaking, it is inappropriate to call C3K "shell-energy octupole-stiffness coefficients". Beside the minima at )..30:::::0.25 and 0.2 for N =60 and 110, respectively, mentioned above, we find in Fig. 1 other minima at ) ..30~0.4 and 0.35 for N=62 and 112. These minima are associated with new magic numbers 62 and 112, which arise at larger values of )..30 in the single-particle spectrum for the Hamiltonian (1); see Fig. 4 . Figure 5 represents, for the two cases )..30=0 and 0.38, how the shell-structure energy varies with the nucleon number N. Comparing the two cases, we find an interesting fact: The minima at N=80 and 140 associated with the closed shells with M'h=odd decline when one goes from )..30=0 to 0_38. In contrast, as mentioned above, new minima emerge at N=62 and 112 for )..30=0.38 replacing the minima at N=60 and 110 associated with the closed shells with N:h=even for )..30=0. It is worthy of note that this result for the simple Hamiltonian (1) agrees qualitatively with the result of realistic calculation by Holler and Aberg, 4) where the Nilsson potential is used. From the shell-energy calculations presented above, we expect that the closedshell configurations for the superdeformed oscillator potential are unstable against the doubly-stretched octupole deformation (r2 130)" when Nih = even, whereas they are stable when N~=odd. This odd-even effect in Nih may be intimately connected with the "supershell effect" (a modulation of the shell structure that arises from the interference between different periodic orbits) known in the semiclassical theory of shell structure. 10 ),15H7) , In the case of the superdeformed oscillator potential, it arises from the interference between three-dimensional classical orbits-with the period 2nTo and the planar orbits in the (x, y) plane with the period (2n-1) To, To being 2J[/{J/J., (n = 1, 2, "'). Figure 6 shows the oscillating components of the ~ingle-particle level density calculated for the Hamiltonian (1) by using a smoothing method of Ref. 14). For ;\so=O, we can indeed see a beating pattern due to the interference between the oscillations with frequencies n{J)z and n{J).l. =2n{J)z, although it is rather weak. For the reflection-asymmetric case with ;\so=O.38, however, we find that the beating pattern becomes much more significant compared to the reflection-symmetric case (/ho=O). Evidently, the deep minima at N =62 and 112 in the shell-energy diagram of Fig. 5 correspond to the 'pronounced minima at e;:::::9 and 11n{J)z of the oscillating level density for .130 =0.38. This result suggests that the octupole instability of the superdeformed shape is related with enhancement of the supershell effect associated with the breaking of reflection symmetry. It is an interesting open problem to clarify the origin of the supershell structure in reflectionasymmetric superdeformed potentials and to know how its effect varies with the magnitude of the octupole deformation. For this aim, we are currently investigating stabilities of the classical periodic orbits for the Hamiltonian (1)/8) and the result will be reported in future. 
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